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An interview with
Dr Robert Neimeyer
BereavementUK shares its interview with the well known
and respected bereavement theorist Robert Neimeyer
Alex James’ perspective
I first met Robert Neimeyer (Bob) a few
years ago at a conference. He spoke so clearly
and descriptively about his experiences of
working. He coloured his words and engaged
everyone as he told stories and even acted
out a simple vignette. He explored meaning
making and how we human beings seek
constantly (particularly when we are bereaved
or experience trauma) to make some sense
of what we are experiencing. We work hard
at meaning making and often the bereaved
do this by retelling the story and sometimes
finding pieces that fit – you may remember my
article on meaning making and synchronicity
in a previous edition of this publication.
As Bob talked, I remember being fascinated,
totally spellbound by his presentation.
Those who know me will know that I have a
wondering mind. Often at conferences I find it
difficult to stay with the presenter, particularly
if they use endless power points or repetitive
presentation. Definitely not true of Bob!
I chatted to Bob afterwards. Another skill
that Bob has is making you feel so important.
He really listens to what you have to say, is
never distracted and is always ready to explore
ideas and thoughts with you. Bob is special, he
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has the most wonderful way of making time
for everyone and of being really present in
the moment.
When we heard that Bob was visiting the
UK again we had hoped to attend one of
his seminars but sadly could not arrange our
diaries to suit. We were thrilled when Bob
kindly offered to meet us over lunch and as my
colleague, Tania Brocklehurst, couldn’t attend I
was able to pass her interview to him.
We are sure you’ll enjoy it!
We look forward to meeting Bob again next
time he crosses the pond.
Here’s Tania’s interview with Bob:

Bob, what inspired you to
work within this sector?
As is true with most helping professionals, I
suspect, the factors that contributed to my
choosing to focus my professional work on the
topic of grief and loss probably were a blend of
conscious and unconscious considerations. On
the one hand, the human confrontation with
mortality was inherently fascinating for me as
a philosophical college student, just as the alltoo-real encounter with tragic loss of all kinds
easily pushes its way onto the front pages of
newspapers and the top stories of news hours

throughout the world. Likewise, understanding
the meaning of death and its implications
for human life is an abiding concern in most
religious and spiritual traditions. So abstractly
but also concretely, death and loss have a
strong hold on our psyches, and they certainly
did on mine.
At another level, however, less conscious
factors clearly played a role in shaping my
career, though it took me many years to really
grasp how profoundly they shaped my life
choices. Chief among these was my father’s
suicide, which took place one cold January
morning 10 days before my 12th birthday. My
father had suffered from untreatable glaucoma,
and with dimming vision had coped by
drinking increasingly heavily, as his life slid out
of control in other respects, and he gradually
lost his family pharmacy. Ultimately, I suspect,
he decided not to awaken into another day of
growing darkness, and as a pharmacist he had
ready access to the barbiturates that would
ensure that outcome. My mother’s scream that
morning upon discovering his dead body tore
through the three of us children like a bolt of
lightening, and effectively, for me as the eldest,
marked childhood’s end. Unsurprisingly, then,
as our family moved into a decade marked by
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my mother’s own alcoholic self-medication
and repeated suicide threats and attempts, I
naturally began to function as an untrained
crisis interventionist, junior psychologist, and
fumbling grief therapist. My draw toward
existential theory, suicide prevention, and the
psychology of death, dying and bereavement
during my university years and beyond was
really a predictable outcome of this adolescent
trajectory. Of course, all of this makes more
sense looking backward than it did moving
forward, I can assure you!

How did your work and
research into grief then
begin to influence your
life choices?
I suppose I believe that, in the words of my
friend and colleague Mark Savickas, our
choice of career, if apt, is “the secret that
makes our life whole.” That is, in optimal
circumstances what we do is deeply coherent
with who we are, so that there is no real
separation between our identity and activity:
we are fully present in our work, and our work
has deep meaning for our sense of self. At least
this is how it has worked for me. I’ve clearly
chosen to spend a good deal of time studying,
teaching, training and writing about death and
bereavement, and an equal amount of time
working alongside bereaved people struggling
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with the loss of children, partners, parents and
friends, sometimes gradually, as through lifevitiating illness, and often suddenly, through
suicide, homicide, overdose, terrorism or fatal
accident. Doing so with compassion, respect,
and deep interest in the life stories that we
are privileged to hear in such settings changes
one, at levels ranging from our attitudes to
our actions. Mostly, for me, it has made me
more patient with life’s small disappointments,
more fascinated by the everyday nobility
and resilience with which people confront
adversity, and more attentive to strong
emotion as a signal of what requires attention
in our lives, and how.

Many people know you for
your theories on meaning
making. Could you explain
a little more about what
this entails?
That question strikes me as funny, as it is a bit
like one fish asking another, “Can you explain
to me what is this thing called water?” That is,
meaning is the medium in which we are at all
moments swimming; it surrounds us like an
atmosphere. We never encounter the world as
it is; we always encounter a world structured
by our anticipations and interpretations,
our hopes and our fears. And gradually,
from childhood to adulthood, we find ways

of organising the flux of experience into
somewhat predictable patterns and themes
that give us a workable sense of security and
control in a very big world. If we are fortunate,
others support us in this: our parents and
other attachment figures help us encounter life
in ways that feel safe and sustainable, they help
us acquire the tools to make sense of ourselves
and our social worlds. And our broader
community and culture provide a language,
a set of roles, and rituals for negotiating
life’s growing complexity as we undergo the
inevitable transitions that we encounter in
the course of our development through
the lifespan. All of this is a form of what
I would term situated interpretive and
communicative activity - essentially making
sense of shifting life situations as we
accommodate to them in word and deed,
and play a part in their unfolding.
The problem is, however, that we are
soft bodies in a hard world. That is, the
events of life often don’t comply with our
hopeful anticipations, and indeed, they often
challenge, invalidate or even shatter them
and us, as my father’s death did my own
illusory assumptions about what adolescence
might hold. Meaning making or meaning
reconstruction is what happens, then, in the
wake of such challenging events: How do I
understand why he died as he did? What does
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who we are and are prepared to constantly
monitor ourselves, all the paperwork says is
that we could read and write and theorise. It
does not say that we will be able to engage
with or assist others.
To fully engage with my clients I’ve had
to step forward, invest in my belief that I am
only there for the good and on occasion be
prepared to take risks. One size doesn’t fit
all. Just as we adjust ourselves in everyday
personal life to facilitate the many different
relationships that we participate in, we must
adjust our way of being when with our client.
Whether working in a counselling role
or another position, just every so often
checking in with self and identifying where
in your frame of reference you are can be
very revealing.
At this point and before reading further
I would like you to consider the following
questions :
• Who you are?
• How truly engaged with yourself are you?
• How many parts of your life demand a
different aspect of yourself?
• Why are you doing this work ?
• How important is badge , title, dress code?
• Which part of yourself do you
usually present?
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Certainly. The seeds of the book were really
sown in the field of practice, as I routinely,
in dozens of professional workshops, offered
around the world each year to thousands of
helping professionals, encounter people and
practices that are creative, compassionate, and
compelling in their ability to assist grieving
people integrate loss in healthy ways. But far
too often, these creative tools and techniques
are the province of isolated practitioners
without any means to share them with others
beyond their own relatively small group of
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days a stroppy 7, an untidy and rebellious
15 and others his true 64. He’s a mix of
grumpy old git or fun and adventurous. This
means my reaction and action is in constant
change – which is probably how it is in most
partnerships – we are constantly adjusting.
I am a friend indeed and often a friend in
need. Overall, I am blessed with a handful
of trustworthy and loyal friends. I try to
reciprocate and be a good friend in return.
Work
As counsellor and agony aunt I find huge
fulfilment. Like many attracted to helping
industries, I am a needy soul. I believe I have
a gift, a gift that grew from my attendance
at the University of Life, a fantastic mix of
life experiences. I believe this enables me to
understand and to find communication with
others easy.
I’d say nothing in my life is
straightforward; I don’t know anyone with a
straight forward life, do you?
From this you can see that I am one
person on the surface but rather like a
chameleon. I adjust to my surroundings, I try
to find some shift or base that will facilitate
that connection.
Our connection to others is fundamental,
whether in our business or our private
lives. As human beings we are all in
need of connection. We don’t want to be
misunderstood and work hard at trying
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or circumstances - all in a pithy three to five
pages. The result is a practical handbook that
can enrich the practice of bereavement support
and grief therapy immediately, and ultimately
facilitate better research to document the
effectiveness of what we do.

As a respected and
experienced professional
in grief, have you seen
many changes in the way
society manages loss,
and how we deal with it
during the years you’ve
been working in the field?
Absolutely. Perhaps the one consistency in
social systems is that they continue to evolve,
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work we share.

Alex James MBACP is a
professional bereavement
counsellor/consultant,
agony aunt and author who
has worked with bereaved
individuals
many years.bereavement
Visit www.
Alex
James isfor
a professional
bereavement.co.uk to find
councellor/consultant.
Visitout more.
www.bereavement.co.uk to find out more.
You can see Bob onwww.funeralservicetimes.co.uk
Open To Hope TV
where he is a regular contributor to the
site www.opentohope.com
For more information about his training,
research and practice, visit his website at:
01/05/2015
www.robertneimeyerphd.com/home.html or,
for more details about his training follow
the links at the bottom of the interview, or
listen to our podcast.
• Grief and the Expressive Arts:
Practices for Creating Meaning:
www.routledgementalhealth.com/books/
details/9780415857192
• To submit to Death Studies, go to:
mc.manuscriptcentral.com:80/udst
• To submit to Journal of Constructivist
Psychology, go to:
mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jconpsy
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